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Abstract

The graph coloring problem is a classic one in combinatorial optimization with a diverse set of significant applications in science

and engineering. In this paper, we study several versions of this problem generalized to hypergraphs and develop solutions based on

the neural network approach. We experimentally evaluate the proposed algorithms, as well as some conventional ones, on certain

types of random hypergraphs. We also evaluate our algorithms on specialized hypergraphs arising in implementations of parallel

data structures. The neural network algorithms turn out to be competitive with the conventional ones we study. Finally, we

construct a family of hypergraphs that is hard for a greedy strong coloring algorithm, whereas our neural network solutions perform

quite well.
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1. Introduction

The graph coloring problem is to color the vertices of
an undirected graph with the fewest number of colors
such that no two adjacent vertices are assigned the same
color. This problem is a classic one in combinatorial
optimization with a diverse set of significant applica-
tions in science and industry. In this paper we study
several versions of this problem generalized onto
hypergraphs.
A hypergraph, like a graph, is comprised of a vertex-

set V ¼ fv1;y; vng and an edge-set E ¼ fe1;y; emg: A
hypergraph differs in that a (hyper) edge is an arbitrary
subset of V ; not just a 2-element subset. In this paper we
often deal with a restricted class of hypergraphs called d-
cardinality hypergraphs in which hyperedges have
cardinality at most d:
Hypergraph problems often retain their theoretical

and practical applications in a generalized setting.
Applications of hypergraph optimization problems
include course scheduling (hypergraph vertex cover);

data access in parallel memory systems (hypergraph
coloring); job scheduling in multiprocessor systems
(hypergraph matching); and others (see [15]).
The graph coloring problem may be generalized to

hypergraphs in more than one way. One still wishes to
assign colors to vertices in such a way that all edges are
‘‘properly’’ colored, but now the definition of proper is
not unique. Hypergraph coloring remains a computa-
tionally challenging problem, and inherits the applica-
tions of graph coloring in a generalized setting.

1.1. Hypergraph strong coloring

The Hypergraph Strong Coloring Problem (HSC) [1] is
defined as follows. Given a hypergraph H ¼ ðV ;EÞ;
color the vertices V with the minimum number of colors
in such a way that no two vertices in the same hyperedge
eAE have the same color.
This problem arises naturally in applications invol-

ving conflict-free access of data in a parallel memory
system (see [3,4], for example) consisting of a number of
processors and memory modules. The success of parallel
computation depends on the ability of the system to
fetch data in parallel.
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Define a template as a set of data elements that need
to be processed in parallel. Hence the data elements
from a template should be stored in different memory
modules to allow concurrent access. For a given set of
templates the problem is to assign elements to the
minimum number of memory modules in such a way
that for each template all its elements are stored in
different memory modules so that these elements can be
accessed in one memory cycle. This is an HSC problem
where data elements are vertices, templates are edges,
and memory modules are colors.
We now observe that the hypergraph strong col-

oring problem is reducible to the graph coloring
problem.

Lemma 1.1. From a given hypergraph H ¼ ðVh;EhÞ;
construct a graph G ¼ ðVg;EgÞ as follows. Let Vg ¼ Vh

and initially Eg ¼ |: For each edge e ¼ fvi1 ;y; vikgAEh;
add ðk

2
Þ edges to Eg; one for each 2-element subset fvir ; visg

of e: Then we have the following.
C is a proper coloring of Vh in H (no two vertices in the

same hyperedge eAE have the same color) if and only if C

is a proper coloring of Vg in G (no end points of an edge

have the same color).

In some applications, the number of available colors
may be fixed in advance (for example, fixed number of
memory modules in parallel data structures). This
motivates the following variant of the strong coloring
problem in which one relaxes the aim of coloring all the
vertices. For a hypergraph H ¼ ðV ;EÞ; let C denote the
subhypergraph of H induced by the vertex-set SDV :
The vertex-set of H½S� is S: The hyperedge-set of H½S� is
the set of those hyperedges of H that are subsets of
S: (There may be another definition of H½S� in which
eAE is in H½S� only if eDS:) The Maximum Induced

Subhypergraph Strong k-coloring Problem (HkC) is to
color the largest (having the largest number of
vertices) induced subgraph H 0 of H with k colors so
that no two vertices in the same hyperedge in H 0 have
the same color.
Both HSC and HkC are NP-hard, since their graph

coloring versions are.

1.2. Edge-uniform coloring

The strong coloring constraint often requires a large
number of colors to satisfy it. If one has only a few
colors available, then the problem needs to be suitably
relaxed. Relaxing the constraint that all vertices be
colored yields to the HkC problem above. In this section
we study a different kind of relaxation—one in which
the constraint that ‘‘every vertex in edge e be colored
differently’’ will be relaxed to ‘‘the k colors be spread
evenly amongst the vertices in e’’.

More formally, the Hypergraph Edge-Uniform k-

coloring Problem (HeukC) is to color the vertices in a
hypergraph H ¼ ðV ;EÞ with k colors so that, for each
edge e; the k colors are distributed as evenly as possible
over the vertices of e: Define svc ¼ 1 if a vertex v is
colored by color c and 0 otherwise. Then the goal may
be formulated so as to minimize the following cost
function:

C ¼
X
eAE

max
k

c¼1

X
vAe

svc ð1:1Þ

In parallel memory access systems HeukC represents
a conflict minimization problem. In this case the number
of memory modules is fixed and some of the data
elements from a template may be stored in the same
memory module. The number of memory cycles needed
to access a template equals to the maximum number of
data elements stored in the same memory module. The
problem is to assign data elements to memory modules
so that the number of memory cycles is minimized for
each template.

2. Benchmark hypergraphs

Below we describe various types of hypergraphs on
which we will evaluate our algorithms for hypergraph
coloring problems. We will often use the notation d-
cardinality hypergraphs to denote hypergraphs whose
hyperedges have cardinality at most d: Throughout this
paper n will denote the number of vertices and m the
number of edges.

2.1. Random hypergraphs

We will let Hn;d;p denote an n-vertex, d-cardinality
hypergraph generated randomly as follows: each subset
of the vertex-set V of cardinality at most d is,
independently of others, made an edge of Hn;d;p with
probability p:

2.2. Data structure hypergraphs

This section describes hypergraphs that arise in
certain parallel data structure applications. In such
applications there is some data structure (e.g. a tree T)
on a set of vertices V with certain substructures called
templates (e.g. subset of V that induces a subtree T 0 of
T) all of whose nodes have to be assigned different
memory modules [4]. We can model the conflict-free
access problem by constructing a hypergraph H whose
vertex-set equals V and whose edges are the substruc-
tures (templates) and then solving an appropriate
version of the hypergraph coloring problem with the
colors representing the memory modules. For this
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